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regulator

The Tatum FS pressure regulator combines two Tatum Mono
FS pressure regulators in one housing, connected by a
connection piece with a shut-off mechanism. As such, the
design makes full use of the advantages of the Tatum Mono
FS. What is more, only one high-pressure connection is
required to exploit the benefits of two redundant breathing
regulators. The pressure regulator in question can be shut off
from the high pressure by simply turning the control wheel 90°
in either direction. During normal operation, both pressure
regulators are pressurised. The system also complies with the
required safety standards for a number of diving applications.
When equipped with the approved breathing regulators, the
Tatum FS pressure regulator becomes a redundant system, and
can replace two individual breathing regulators with canister
shut-off valves. The inflator connection for the jacket or dry
suit is always on the secondary regulator.
Like our other apparatus, the Tatum FS pressure regulator has a modular design, and aside from the
housing and the shut-off unit, it uses exactly the same modules as the Tatum Mono FS pressure
regulator.
Technical data:
Material:
Titanium alloy with a strength of 900 N/mm²
Weight:
1.7 kg
Pressure:
300 bar
Dimensions:
150 x 110 x 100 mm
HP filter:
Porous plastic, permeability < 35 µm
Shut-off valve:
Titanium/ceramic combination
HP outlets:
2 per side, 7/16"-20 UNF
MP outlets: 4 per side, 3/8"-24 UNF
The Tatum FS pressure regulator has the following components:
Kirby Morgan EXO 26 BR full-face mask
Mares Orbiter breathing regulator
Apeks TX 100 breathing regulator
Interspiro Divator full-face mask
and has been tested and certified as a breathing regulator module with these components in accordance
with DIN EN 250.
Certification office: Germanischer Lloyd Hamburg CE 0098
Item no.:

09.08000.0001

Annual pressure regulator check-up

Free

(excl. postage and packing; excl. replacement HP filters and cartridges)

Five-year maintenance
(excl. postage and packing; excl. replacement HP filters and cartridges)
Steuernr.: 304 / 5966 / 4295
Ust.IdNr.: DE224482404
Handelsregister Nr.: HRB6972
Geschäftsführer: Norbert Stoffer, Martin Nordhorn
Vinkenberg 11
59269 Beckum-Neubeckum
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